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STELLINGEN

1.

2.

De analogieredenering op grond waarvan men tot ervaringen bij dieren concludeert,
legt een relatie tussen de wereld van objectieve dingen en gebeurtenissen en de wereld
van subjectieve ervaringen.
De benaming "humanities" voor de geesteswetenschappen is terecht aangezien deze
wetenschappen zich beperken tot mensen; om recht te doen aan dieren als subjecten,
zou men ook moeten spreken van "animalities".

3.

De betekenis van Descartes' uitspraak "Cogito ergo sum" wordt bij Plessner en
Merleau-Ponty dubbelzinnig.

4.

In het hedendaags onderzoek naar ervaringen bij dieren is de dierpsychologie van
Buytendijk zeker geen gepasseerd station.

5.

"Vermoedelijk is voor ons van al het zijnde dat is, het levend wezen het moeilijkst te
denken, omdat het enerzijds in zekere zin het dichtst bij ons staat en anderzijds toch
tegelijk door een afgrond van ons ek-sistente wezen gescheiden is." (Heidegger, "Brief
Über den Humanismus", 1949).

6.

7.

"Er is echter geen weg naar de niet-menselijke Umwelten." (Plessner, "Mensch und
Tier", 1946).
De pil en het condoom hebben seksualiteit ontkoppeld van het krijgen van kinderen;
kunstmatige inseminatie en in vitro fertilisatie hebben het krijgen van kinderen
ontkoppeld van seksualiteit.

8.

9.

Als burger is iedere consument ook verantwoordelijk voor de produktiewijze van wat
hij of zij koopt.
Het marktdenken heeft in de universitaire wereld wel tot een hoge omzet maar nog niet
tot winst geleid.

10.

In het licht van de promotie van regionale produkten geeft het te denken dat Wagenings
kruidenbitter in Harderwijk wordt geproduceerd.

11.

Nu coupés in forenzentreinen de sociale functie van agora, forum en markt hebben
overgenomen, is de zorg voor publieke ruimtes van een stedenbouwkundige kwestie
ook een vervoerskundige kwestie geworden.

12.

De aanduiding "het dier" ontkent niet alleen de geslachtelijkheid maar ook de
subjectiviteit van dieren.
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PREFACE
While writing this book I used the phrase "From stop making sense to Trying to make sense"
as its working title. This phrase expresses the thread of this book: neither natural-scientific
ethology nor hermeneutics can make sense of animal behaviour, that is, see animal behaviour
as a subjective phenomenon. By using a view based on philosophies of the animal body as
an experiencing body I try to make sense of animal behaviour.
Another reason for using this working title was that it expresses the two parts of my life.
"Stop making sense" is the title of a song by David Byrne. His songs and music express my
private life, namely the way of living and loving of middle-aged, modern and urban people.
"Trying to make sense" is the title of a book by Peter Winch. He was the first one who
opened up my natural-scientific eyes for another way of viewing human behaviour. From that
moment on, the idea of an animal science based on such a view became the drive of my
professional life.
Under the heads of these two titles, I wish to thank all the persons in my private and
professional life for their support.
I thank all my former and present colleagues at the Applied Philosophy Group of
Wageningen Agricultural University for their more or less daily support. Some of them I
wish to mention by name, namely my promoter Michiel Korthals and co-promotor Jozef
Keulartz; Henk van den Belt for revising the English text, and Bea Prijn for her personal and
computer support. I also wish to thank Carol Crow for giving the finishing touch to the
English text; all the students who passed by for reminding me weekly to my main task of
teaching; all the persons working at other departments of my university, especially the
Department of Animal Sciences, at animal protection organizations, ministeries or wherever
else for keeping alive my philosophy as applied philosphy, and all my colleagues of other
universities, especially one of my promoters Jan Grommers, for their sometimes harsh but
always friendly criticism. I wish to thank by name too Jos de Mul, Ben Vedder, Douwe
Tiemersma, Petran Kockelkoren and Wim Dekkers for their ciritical reading of the drafts of
chapters of this book, and Joseph Kockelmans who took care for me in State College,
Pennsylvania, while I was quietly working there for three months.
Under the head of "Stop making sense", I wish to thank the members of my still
extending family and my friends, especially the females, for my deceased father's attitude:
"Whatever she does, she is my daughter
" One of them, my "grundsätzlicher
Lebensgefährte" Jaap de Vierter, may give me back my own words and continue the
songline: "Stop making sense. We just want someone to love..."
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CHAPTER I

THE QUESTION OF ANIMAL SUBJECTIVITY

1. Scientific and philosophical problems of animal subjectivity

This book tries to give an answer to the theoretical-scientific and philosophical problems
regarding the conceptualization and the method to gain knowledge of animal experiences.
These problems are called the problems of animal subjectivity, because the capacity to
experience is seen as the criterion for speaking about subjects instead of objects or things.
(See, for example, the title of a Dutch book about this question Animal or thing.
Objectivation of animals, 1988.)
Thinking of animal subjectivity brings to mind the relation between human and animal
subjectivity. An obvious way to conceptualize animals as subjects seems to be to argue that
animals are in the same way subjects as humans. Contemporary animal ethologists and
animal ethicists sometimes follow this path. For instance, Griffin, an ethologist, goes to great
lengths to demonstrate that animals have capacities that we normally restrict to humans. And
the animal ethicist Regan says that all mammals of at least one year or older meet the criteria
of being a subject-of-a-life. These criteria include the capacity to have beliefs, desires,
perceptions, memory, to experience welfare, etc.; in short, all the capacities human subjects
have. This egalitarian view would imply ethical egalitarianism too, which states that animals
ought to be treated in the same way as humans.
This way of conceptualizing animal subjectivity often leads to inconsistencies. In order
to demonstrate that animals are subjects like humans, ethologists mostly conceptualize human
and animal experiences in a natural-scientific way. An example is the comparison that Griffin
and Rollin make between the concept 'animal experience' and theoretical physical concepts
such as 'quark' that refer to unobservable entities as causes of observable phenomena
(Griffin, 1976/1981, pp. 115-116; Rollin, 1996, p.9). This contradicts its intention: it sees
animals and animal experiences, like physical phenomena, as objects or things.
Also Regan's egalitarian view on humans and animals leads to an - ethical inconsistency. He concludes from a discussion of a few so-called "lifeboat examples" that
humans are allowed to throw a dog overboard to prevent their own death by drowning. This
conclusion is clearly in contradiction with the equality of animals and humans. (See Rivas
(1997) for the discussion of this inconsistency in Regan's animal ethics.) In this book I will
follow another way to justify our speaking of animal subjects. Rather than trying to
demonstrate that animals are subjects like human subjects, I will develop a concept of
animals as experiencing subjects and a method for knowing their experiences by discussing
various theoretical and philosophical views on animals and humans as subjects.
Saying that animals are subjects is criticizing the traditional dualism of non-human
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objects and human subjects. This criticism leads one to a dispute with animal ethologists as
well as with scientists of humans. Within animal ethology (the scientific discipline that
nowadays studies animal experiences), speaking of animals as subjects was anathema from
about 1950s. The ideas of Niko Tinbergen of ethology had triumphed. In On aims and
methods of ethology (1963), Tinbergen defended an objectivistic ethology that aims at causal
explanations of animal behaviour. He considered the natural-scientific, empirical-analytical
method of research the appropriate one to do this. This method sees animal behaviour, and
therefore animals, as any other object in science. Hence, Tinbergen said ethology must be
the same as any other scientific discipline and should not allow subjective phenomena such
as experiences or feelings be causes of observable phenomena. By means of this view,
Tinbergen criticized the ideas of ethologists like Lorenz and Huxley, and especially those of
animal psychologists such as Buytendijk, Bierens de Haan and Portielje, who all
acknowledged animal experience (Burkhardt, 1997; Röell, 1996).
Tinbergen's view is still influential in animal ethology, including that part which studies
animal welfare. Some animal welfare scientists fully agree with Tinbergen's view and say
that, although animals may have subjective feelings of welfare, these feelings cannot be
studied scientifically. Animal ethology and all animal sciences have to restrict themselves to
causal and functional, physical explanations. Other animal welfare scientists partly agree with
Tinbergen's view. Ethologists like Wiepkema and Toates also causally explain animal
behaviour by means of the natural-scientific method,of research. But, unlike Tinbergen, they
accept animal experiences as causes of animal behaviour. This seems to be contradictory: to
follow Tinbergen's method of ethology, which aims at the removal of animal experiences
from ethology, to investigate animal experiences. ík the dispute with animal ethologists it will
be argued that it is possible to investigate subjective animal experiences, albeit not in a
natural-scientific way.
Speaking of animal subjects also leads to a dispute with scientists within the humanities
such as cultural anthropologists and historians, who hold onto the subjective character of
experience. However, these scientific disciplines usually restrict experience to human
experience. These disciplines have a dualistic view on the world: the world is made up of
natural-objects on the one hand and human subjects on the other. A dualism concerning
methods of research reflects this dualistic view on the world. The method of the natural
sciences is held to be appropriate for studying non-living things, plants, animals and the
physical aspects of humans such as their bodies. With regard to their subjective aspects,
humans are held to be studied in an understanding way, for example hermeneutically or
phenomenologically. Against this dualistic world view within the humanities it will be argued
that animals can be the subject matter of an understanding investigation, although they are
another type of subjects than human beings.
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2. Background of this study

From about the 1960s many problems regarding the treatment of animals are seen as animal
welfare problems. Admittedly, before that time, laws and other regulations with regard to
animals existed - at least in western countries. However, not the protection of animals but
the protection of human interests was the aim of these laws and regulations. For instance,
the argument for accepting anti-cruelty laws at the end of the 19th Century was that
permitting cruelty to animals could easily lead to cruelty to humans. And the Dutch Livestock
Diseases Act, the forerunner of the present Animal Health and Welfare Act, only concerned
animal diseases with negative consequences for the owners of the animals, the livestock
population or the export of animals and animal products. The emergence of the concept of
animal welfare implied the view that animals ought to be cared for because of their own
interests (Gezondheids- en welzijnswet voor dieren, 1994, p.XX). Animal welfare is such an
interest, especially because many people define this by experiences of feeling well or badly.
Usually, the capacity to experience is seen as the same as being a subject. So, speaking of
animal welfare brought animals as subjects upon the stage.
The general rule of the Dutch Animal Health and Welfare Act is that the degree to which
animal welfare is affected ought to be weighed against the importance of the use of animals
for human ends. This seems to be a clear rule, but it is not. One of the problems with the
implementation of this rule is the human assessment of the harm to the animals' welfare. This
problem showed up when the Dutch Animal Protection Movement and the Fur for Animals
Foundation started a campaign to prohibit keeping mink for their fur. These organizations
claimed that the welfare of the mink animals under the current farming circumstances was
too poor to legitimize the goal of the production of fur. The question whether and how much
the welfare of farm mink is harmed turned out to raise scientific and philosophical problems.
These became clear at a meeting in 1995 of Dutch scientists and philosophers about animal
welfare and the method to assess it. One of the participants of the meeting was Françoise
Wemelsfelder. She had just written a thesis in which she criticized the usual ethological view
on animal experience and the method used to investigate them (Wemelsfelder, 1993). Rather
than seeing animal experiences as something inside animals that causes animal behaviour, she
sees animal behaviour as a direct expression of their experiences. Instead of the objectivating
and quantitative method of research, she proposed a subjectivating and qualitative method.
The aim of the present book is to continue this scientific and philosophical discussion about
animal subjectivity as a subject matter for animal science. The central questions are how we
can conceptualize animal experiences and by which methods we can know them}

The different meanings of 'science' in different languages raises a problem for using this word. In
English, 'science' is usually restricted to the natural sciences. In Dutch, 'science' always includes
the natural as well as the human sciences. In German, the human sciences which use a method of
research different from the natural scientific method are called the Geisteswissenschaften or the
hermeneutical sciences. Like the Germans, I prefer to call every systematic and controllable way of
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3 . Outline of the book

This book contains two parts. In the first part, I will discuss two different approaches to
experience in general and animal experience in particular. In the second part, the idea of
bodily and environmentally bound animal experience will be elaborated conceptually and
methodically, and translated to contemporary scientific and philosophical debates about
animal welfare.
The two approaches to experience are, on the one hand, two ethological animal welfare
theories and, on the other hand, two philosophical hermeneutical views on animal experience.
Both approaches are not adequate to conceptualize animal experience, albeit for different
reasons.
The two ethological theories, namely that of Wiepkema and Toates (chapter U) and that
of Dawkins (chapter HI), are examples of natural-scientific animal welfare theories. I largely
agree with Wemelsfelder's analysis of most ethological animal welfare theories, namely that
these theories see animal experiences as internal and unobservable causes of behaviour
(Wemelsfelder, 1993). Seen as such causes, animal experiences are mere theoretical concepts
or designations that are similar to concepts such as 'quark'. Ethologists of animal welfare,
however, say that these theoretical concepts refer to subjective animal experiences. Here they
use the argument from analogy. This argument assumes, rather than demonstrates, that
animals are similar to humans with regard to experiences. Ethological animal welfare theories
intend to inform us about subjective animal experiences of good or poor welfare. In fact, they
do not contain an explicit concept of animal welfare as subjective experience because of their
natural-scientific character.
In my search for a concept of and method for knowing subjective animal experiences,
I make a leap to a totally different domain of science, namely to hermeneutics. This is a
philosophy and science within the humanities that holds onto human experience as subjective
experience. I will discuss two founders of 20th Century hermeneutics, namely Dilthey
(chapter IV) and Gadamer (chapter V). Especially their conceptual and methodical view on
experience in general and animal experience in particular will be analyzed. The views of
these philosophers are also not adequate to conceptualize subjective animal experience
because they largely use a classical hermeneutical line of reasoning. This line of reasoning
consists of taking typically human experiences as examples of experiences in general and then
founding the capacity to experience on a way of being that is typical human. Here I agree
with Petran Kockelkoren who says that hermeneutics excludes meaningful animal expressions
and experiences because it sees experience, expression and meaning as always cultural and

acquiring knowledge "science". But doing this in a book written in English might be confusing.
Therefore, most of the time I will use an adjective in order to prevent any misunderstanding, for
example natural science or hermeneutical science. When I just write about science, I hope it will be
clear from the context what the intended meaning is.
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historical (Kockelkoren, 1992). However, Gadamer's view on human experiences of health
and sickness as founded on the human bodily way of being opens up a way of seeing animal
experience as bodily experience.
In the second part of the book, I will explore this point, which can be seen as a
continuation of the research started by Kockelkoren and Wemelsfelder. Kockelkoren also
emphasizes the bodily aspect of animal experience. Like me, he derives this aspect from the
philosopher Plessner. Kockelkoren, however, neglects the distinction that Plessner makes
between animal and human experience (Lijmbach, 1992). I will emphasize this distinction,
and say that animal experience, unlike human experience, is impersonal, bodily bound, hereand-now experience. In order to gain knowledge of animal experiences, a method is needed
that holds onto their subjective character, namely that experiences are lived by the animals
in question. As said, Wemelsfelder proposes a subjectivating method, namely one that sees
animal behaviour as a direct expression of experiences. I fully agree with her intention, but
not with her elaboration. Wemelsfelder does not want to go beyond the limits of natural
science; she thinks that a natural-scientific ethology can do this job (Lijmbach, 1993). I will
argue that, in order to study animal experiences, an interpretative method is needed.
Speaking of bodily experiences within philosophy immediately brings to mind the name
of Merleau-Ponty (chapter VI). All his writings are about the human body as an experiencing
body, which he sees as the origin of reflective experiences. He opposes the Descartes' view
on humans, which says that humans are made up of a physical body and a mind. MerleauPonty, by contrast, sees the human body as ambiguous: an mtertwining of physical and
experiencing body. With regard to animals, however, Merleau-Ponty is not very specific. On
the one hand, it is possible to apply Merleau-Ponty's philosophy of the human body to
animals except that only humans possess the capacity to have reflective experiences. On the
other hand, Merleau-Ponty is not clear about the question whether and how animals as nonreflective organisms differ from other non-human organisms to which we do not ascribe
experiences.
Plessner has given an answer to this question (chapter VU). He has developed a
philosophy of life in which he distinguishes different kinds of bodily being. Plessner clearly
states that only animals, beside humans, are experiencing beings. He says too, however, that
animal experiences as pre-reflective and "here-and-now" experiences differ from reflective
human experiences because animals only have a bodily-bound self. Plessner's concept of
animal experiences as bodily-bound, here-and-now experiences can be seen as an answer to
the first question of this book, namely that of a proper conceptualization of subjective animal
experiences.
The Dutch animal psychologist Buytendijk has made concrete Plessner's philosophical
concept of animal experience (chapter VIII). Buytendijk belonged to the Utrecht School of
Psychology. This School opposed the dominant natural-scientific views on humans and
psychology. The members of this School saw humans as individual persons within a
meaningful situation, and psychology as aimed at understanding such persons. Buytendijk
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transposed this alternative view of psychology to the study of animals. He held that animal
behaviour too is not merely the causal effect of bodily and environmental processes, but is
meaningful behaviour, though different in character from meaningful human behaviour. In
experiments of his own and in discussions of experiments done by other animal scientists,
Buytendijk saw and interpreted animal behaviour as expressing meaningful experiences. He
saw animal experiences as bound to the present Umwelt and bodily possibilities of the
animals involved. Three examples of such interpretations will be described, namely habit
formation in toads, intelligence of chimpanzees and animal pain.
By a reconstruction of'Buytendijk's method I will develop an interpretative method for
studying animal behaviour (chapter IX). This can be seen as an answer to the second question
of this book, namely that of a method to know subjective animal experiences. This method
will be developed by comparing it with the understanding method of hermeneutics and the
Utrecht School. This comparison consists of four issues: the subject matter (respectively
animal and human experiences), the context of understanding (respectively the speciesspecific and personal, cultural and historical way of life), the hermeneutical circle (i.e., going
to and fro between the assumed meaning of particular expressions and its assumed context
of understanding), and the issue of single and double hermeneutics (i.e., whether we are able
to understand animals as they understand themselves). Then I will discuss the relationship
between the developed interpretative method for investigating animal behaviour and various
natural-scientific methods for studying animal behaviour. At the end of this chapter, four
principles of an interpretative approach to animal welfare will be formulated.
In order to show the need for and possibility of an interpretative approach to animal
welfare, in addition to the natural-scientific approach, I will critically discuss two
contemporary debates within animal welfare science (chapter X). The first debate is about
the concept of animal welfare and the method for knowing animal feelings of welfare. This
debate took place at a conference about welfare of domestic animals in 1994. Especially the
issue of how to acquire knowledge of animal feelings of welfare, shows the insufficiency of
natural-scientific approaches. Many animal welfare scientists say that measurements of
adrenal activity or heart rate indirectly refer to animal feelings of welfare. Such
measurements, however, are only indicative of physical states and processes that we call
good or poor welfare. As one of the participants of this conference said: if animal feelings
are a fundamental aspect of animal welfare, then a method to know animal feelings has to
be developed.
The second debate is about the welfare of farm mink. This debate took place in the
Netherlands a few years ago. The different participants in this debate disagreed upon the
question of whether particular behaviours of farm mink counted as expressions of poor
welfare. This debate shows that it is impossible to reach such an agreement by a naturalscientific approach alone. The, implicit interpretations of animal behaviour that are present
in this approach have to be made explicit, so that they can become amenable to a systematic
and methodical discussion.
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At the end of this book (chapter XI), I will return to the four previously formulated
principles of an interpretative approach to animal welfare. I hope to show their fruitfulness
by means of examples derived from the two contemporary animal welfare debates.

PART ONE
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CHAPTER II

WIEPKEMA AND TOATES: ANIMALS AS EMOTIONAL SYSTEMS
Piet Wiepkema, now Professor Emeritus at the Department of Animal Husbandry-Ethology
of Wageningen Agricultural University, was one of the first university ethologists in the
Netherlands to study welfare of, mainly, domestic animals. At that time, about 20 years ago,
only a few ethologists did applied research on animal welfare problems (for example, on the
relationship between housing systems and the welfare of farm animals). Wiepkema gave such
research a theoretical basis. Most of the other ethologists at that time adopted Tiribergen's
view and thought that speaking of animal emotions such as welfare was nonsense or
sentimental, unscientific talk (see the previous chapter). During the symposium held in
Wageningen on the occasion of Wiepkema's farewell, the British ethologist Frederick Toates
confessed that he had been among those ethologists. He described his subsequent adoption
of Wiepkema's ethological ideas about animal welfare as no less than a paradigm shift, a
revolutionary change of belief. After this change he became a staunch advocate of
Wiepkema's animal welfare theory.
Wiepkema and Toates conceive of animal welfare as emotions of animals. Therefore,
their animal welfare theory takes the form of a general theory of animal and human
emotions. In this chapter I will first present their theory of emotions (II. 1); then I will
discuss the problem of the relation between this theory and subjective animal experiences
such as welfare (II.2), and finally I will offer my criticism of their animal welfare theory
(JJ.3).

1. An explanatory theory of emotions

Wiepkema and Toates' theory of emotions is a cognitive as well as cybernetic theory.
Cognitive theories in psychology and ethology explain observable human and animal
behaviour, but also computer performances, as the effects of informational structures and
processes in, for instance, human and animal brains or electronic hardware. Chomsky's
theory of language and Dennett's theory of consciousness are the most well known examples
of cognitive theories. Most cognitive scientists hold that their theories only concern nonconscious mental phenomena and do not indicate anything about conscious phenomena.
Chomsky, for instance, does not consider grammatically correct speaking a conscious
phenomenon but an unconscious process caused by an innate, universal grammatical structure
and ditto rules. In the same way, cognitive ethologists explain animal behaviour as caused
by informational structures and processes. Griffin's cognitive research on animals is a case
in point: it does not indicate anything about subjective animal experience, according to some
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cognitive ethologists (see Burghardt, 1991). Later we will see how Wiepkema and Toates
relate their cognitive view on animal welfare to subjective animal experiences of welfare.
Cybernetic theories are a special type of system theory. System theories explain the
organization of open systems in a changing environment. The maintenance of a particular
organization is seen as the goal of the processes in these systems. This goal is called the
"homeostatic state". Cybernetic systems maintain or restore a homeostatic state by means of
positive or negative feedback processes. These processes consist of a monitor, which records
the deviation from the homeostatic state and stimulates or stops the ongoing processes,
depending on whether this deviation becomes smaller or larger. A well-known example of
a cybernetic system is a central heating system with a thermostat (Von Bertalanffy,
1968/1972).
Motivational systems
Wiepkema and Toates start with a simple theoretical model of animals that, in the course of
their elaboration, becomes more complex. They begin by conceiving of animals as systems
which 'strive' to maintain or restore a homeostatic state in relation to their environment.
'Striving' should not be understood as consciously trying to realize a goal, but simply as a
tendency to realize the same goal under various environmental conditions. Wiepkema and
Toates conceptualize homeostatic states as states in which there is no difference between
Sollwerte (should-values or set-points) and Istwerte (factual values) regarding the
environment.
At this stage of the analysis, there is no difference between regulation of the temperature by
central heating systems and regulation of body temperature by animals (Toates, 1987, p. 165).
The first difference between artificial and living systems concerns the origin of
Sollwerte. In artificial systems, humans determine, set and change these. Residents determine
the desired temperature in their houses. In animals, Sollwerte are not human ends but are set
evolutionarily, ontogenetically or by learning processes (see, for instance, Wiepkema, 1987).
Evolutionarily set Sollwerte are genetically fixed and are, therefore, irreversible and
unchangeable by individual animals. Ontogenetically set Sollwerte are set during a specified
period in the animal's life called the "critical period". These are irreversibly imprinted into
their brains and are therefore unchangeable. A famous example of this type of Sollwerte is
provided by young birds of many species who follow the first living being they see after
hatching. Most of the time this will be their mother, but readers of this book will probably
have seen pictures of young geese following the ethologist Lorenz. He was the first living
being they saw after hatching. Sollwerte that are planted into animal brains as a result of
learning processes are reversible and changeable through new learning processes.
1

For the sake of the readability of this text and because also Wiepkema and Toates themselves are
writing about only animals, I leave humans aside here, although their theory actually concerns
human emotions too.
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One might object that are also learning machines, which in a similar way seem to change
their own set-points. In machines, however, the learning processes are pre-programmed and
therefore inflexible, while animal learning processes are flexible, albeit within limits.
Machines can only adopt new Sollwerte if these are written down in their programme by
humans beforehand. Learning by animals, on the other hand, is flexible and not preprogrammed (Buytendijk & Christian, 1963, pp. 102-103). For example, many domestic
animals learn to adapt themselves to regular times for feeding. Such a a new Sollwert has not
been installed beforehand by their owners. In summary, the difference between Sollwerte of
artificial systems and those of animals is that the former are determined and pre-programmed
by humans, while the latter are set evolutionarily, ontogenetically or by learning processes.
As soon as a factual environmental value differs from the set-point, artificial as well as
living systems will strive to reduce this difference. Wiepkema and Toates call this striving
"motivation" (Toates, 1987, pp. 164-166; Toates, 1988, pp. 13-15; Wiepkema, 1987, pp. 120121). The exact meaning of this concept is not clear, however. Generally, a motivation is a
tendency to reduce a difference between Istwert and Sollwert. It is not clear whether any
reduction of such a difference and in any cybernetic system involves a motivation. Toates
seems to restrict motivations to learning processes in animals. Inflexible behaviour such as
a reflex does not need a mediating motivation because genes and the environment fully
determine this behaviour, he says (Toates, 1995, pp. 17-18). learning by animals indeed
requires a mediation between the environment, possible forms of behaviour and the animals'
memory. However, also in learning machines there must be some kind of mediation between
the environment, the machine's memory and possible pre-programmed motions of the
machine. Although we may not be inclined to speak of the motivation of a robot because this
concept already refers to some kind of subjectivity, there is no theoretical reason to restrict
motivations to learning animals. In the following chapter, we will see that in Dawkins'
animal welfare theory this question is more urgent because she claims to be able to measure
the animals' motivation. Below we will see that this same question, but now concerning
emotions, also emerges in the theory of Wiepkema and Toates.
Emotional systems
As already stated, Wiepkema and Toates conceive of animals as cybernetic systems whose
behaviour is regulated by feedback mechanisms. Animal emotions are part of these feedback
mechanisms, namely as recorders of trials to reduce differences between Istwerte and
Sollwerte and as controllers of motivations and behaviour. If an animal fails to reduce a
difference between an Istwert and a Sollwert, then this is recorded as a negative emotion
which, in its turn, stops the particular form of behaviour and activates the motivation to
another form of behaviour. A successful trial is recorded as a positive emotion that stimulates
the behaviour in question to continue (Toates, 1988, p.22; Toates, 1995, pp. 15-32;
Wiepkema, 1987, pp. 128-129).
Emotions are normal recorders and controllers of animal behaviour. Negative emotions

